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Matadata 1\/hnagement for Large Statistical Databases 

John L. McCarthy 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Abstract 

Data description or metadat.a presents a significant data
base management challenge, particularly for scientific 
and statistical databases. Ideally, we would lllc.e to 
access and manipulate data and metadata using the 
same DBMS tools, but there are few systems that even 
begin to provide such integrated capabilities. This paper 
outlines a framework. for more integrated metadata 
management by synthesizing ideas from statistical 
analysis, bibliographic retrieval; data dictionary, and 
database ,management systems. Drawing on experience 
and examples from a' large statistical database project, 
the paper. discusses and analyzes: 

• general tYpes and uses of data about data 

• special types of nletadahi for statistical databases 

• metadata struct_ure and characteristics 

• principles,al'}p r~q~ir~ments for metadata management 

1 •. lntr9du~tion 

As databases continue-to grow in number, size, and com
plexity,. database management researchers, ·system 
implementors, and users have recognized a need for more 
detailed data description or metadat.a to provide sys
tematic information for e_nd-users, database administra
tors, appliCation programs,· and database management 
sOftware. They have also noted the desirability of 
Integrating metadata facilitfes; such as data dictionaries, 
with datlibas·a management systems [CODD82, CURT81, 
MEYE81 ]. An "active," integrated data dictionary could 
provide information such as attribute names and charac
teristics, security requirements, etc., for the DBMS as 
well as for us·ers ·and application programs. The DBMS 
could in turn manage meta data by treating the data dic
tionary as a database: 

Scientific· and statistical databases [TEIT77, CHAN81, 
BORA82, SHOS82] ·share this need for integrated meta
data management. In addition, they require metadata 
that are not yet found even in specialized data diction
ary systems, They also need manipulation and analysis 
routines . that autqmatlcaUy . use and produce self
deScribing data flies [BECK78, BURN82]. Self
describing data files facilitate use of data with external 
statistical analysis prcigrams. They are essential in an 
Interactive environment where the output of any routine 
can immediately serve as input to another. 

At present, few data management systems provide even 
rudimentary Integrated facilities for metadata manage-
81811t. Even fewer provide facilities for statistical meta
data. A:s a' result, most scientifiC and statistical users 
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still rely primarily on special purpose programs and s.ta
tistical analysis packages, which have only limited data 
and metadata management capabilities [MCCA79]. 

Most relational systems treat metadata as data, and 
relational operations produce metadata as well as data. 
But metadata in relational systems are currently quite 
limited [CODD82, KIL081 ]. With the notable exception 
of SPIRES (SCHR75], most other systems that support a 
richer variety of metadata do so via separate and less 
flexible facilities for metadata management. 

This paper addresses general issues of metadata 
management as well as the special problems of scientific 
and statistical metadata. Section 2 sets the context by 
summarizing some central metadata issues of an experi
mental system for large statistical databases. Section 3 
briefly reviews what the concept of metadata includes, 
the major objects to which metadata pertains, and the 
general types of metadata that .characterize most data
bases. Section 4 discusses statistical metadata, and 
Section 5 summarizes the uses to which various types of 
metadata can be put. Section 6 compares data struc
tures, types of access. and update patterns that typically 
characterize metadata in contrast to data. Based on the 
analysis of sections 3 through 6, sections 7 and a. pro
pose some general principles plus structural, deftmttona/, 
and functional requirements for integrated metadata 
management. 

2. Metadata Issues and the SEEDIS Project 

SEEDIS, an interactive Social, Economic, Environmental, 
and Demographic Information System at the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory [MCCA82B, COMP82], illustrates 
some of the significant metadata management problems 
that arise for large scientific and statistical databases. 
With databases containing 2.5 billion data values for a 
million different data elements,1 and covering over eighty 
types of geographic entities, metadata is an important 
part of SEEDIS. 

As with most large databases, SEEDIS users need a 
variety of printed and on-line metadata to find out what 
data and tools are available, to understand and interpret 
the data, to specify retrieval requests, and to automati
cally label output displays. SEEDIS database administra
tors need metadata tools to describe new data, to map 
logical to physical storage locations, and to provide linlc.s 
between related entities, attributes, and databases. 

1 Data elements are attributes or variables such as the number of 
unemployed persons, or Individual cells of an aggregate summary table 
such as populatloo by age, race, and sex. Data values are the numeric 
values of data elements for Individual Instances of entitles such as 
atates, countries, or households. 
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SEEDIS data management software as well as analysis 
and display programs require information on physical 
structure and file locations, data element types, etc. to 
validate input. to maintain data integrity and 
independence, and to carry out high-level user and DBA 
requests. 

In SEEDIS, as in advanced statistical systems, much of 
the metadata is located with the data in self-describing 
files. Manipulation and analysis routines that automati
cally use and produce self-describing files free the user 
from having· to re-specify data parameters, labels, and 
the !ike as s/he proceeds from creation of a working 
dataset through various phases of analysis [BECK78, 
MERR81, BURN82]. Tools that use and produce self
describing data files are essential in an interactive 
envi•onment, where one needs to track and document 
the manipulation and analysis process through many 
intermediate steps. 

SEEDIS includes substantial metadata facilities. But 
they are not sufficiently integrated with data manage
ment or with one another. SEEDIS users and programs 
must create, access. and maintain various types of 
me•adata (e.g., database schemas, data dictionaries, 
and system documentation) independently, and they 
cannot use the same tools to query, retrieve, and update 
both data and metadata. 

Experience with SEEDIS suggests that integrated meta
data management is difficult because metadata differ 
significantly from data. particularly statistical data~ It is 
also difficult because SEEDIS, like more general data 
management systems, lacks sufficiently general data 
structures, definition language, and manipulation tools to 
manage metadata as well as data. In order to overcome 
these limitations, we need a better understanding of 
metadata. its characteristics, and its uses. We need to 
analyze metadata entities. attributes, and relationships 

·as database design problems in their own right. We need 
to examine the basic characteristics of these metadata 
entities and attributes in terms of typical data types, 
structures, access. and update patterns. Only then can 
we begin to suggest specific strategies for integrating 
metadata and data management. 

3. What is metadata? 

Metadata is data about data -- that is, systematic 
descriptive information about data content and organiza
tion that can be retrieved, manipulated, and displayed in 
various ways. Metadata may be simple and unstruc
tured. such as a typewritten narrative describing a data 
tape, or structured and complex, such as an active 
machine-readable DBMS dictionary used to control multi-
ple databases. · 

The distinction between metadata and data is not 
always a clear one. For example, consider a table of 
population counts by age, race, and sex. In one sense, 
age, race, and sex categories are data values that 
characterized the individuals summarized in the table. In 

. another sense, they are metadata that serve as labels 
for cross- product cells of a three dimensional table. 
From a relational perspective, they may be composite 
keys of a single "population" attribute. As Smith and 
Smith have noted, 

relationship, entity, component, category, <Itrib.Jte, 
and instance are just different interprerations of the 
SiJrOO abstrcct objecJ.s. [SMIT78] 

Nevertheless, these less abstract concepts are useful 
to help differentiate and structure metadata information 
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at a logical level. Since researchers and database sys
tem developers have not yet agreed on standard termi
nology, and since some readers may not be thoroughly 
familiar with such concepts, the following two subsec
tions briefly ~ummarize major types of objects to which 
metadata may pertain, and general types of information 
that metadata may include. 

3.1. What Objects Does Metadata Describe? 

Metadata can pertain to many different types of objects 
and logical levels of data abstr3ction. Current database 
management, data dictionary, and statistical analysis 
systems commonly include at least some minimal meta
data for the following types of metadata entities, among 
others: 

Entities (Record-types, Summary Levels) 

Entities are objects, events, or relationships to which 
data pertain. [CHEN76] (Hence we refer to the term 
entity itself as one type of metadata entity -- i.e., a type 
of object to which metadata pertains) 

Attributes (Data Elements, Data Items. Fields, Variables) 

Elementary attributes are individual atoms of information 
within a database, such as population counts, book 
titles, or machine part codes. Complex attributes are 
sets of two or more elementary attributes that always 
occur together in a unit. Vectors (e.g., time series), 
multi-dimensional arrays (e.g., tables), and other ordered 
sets are complex attributes that frequently occur in sta
tistical data. 

Category Sets (Dimensions, Value Label Sets) 

Category sets are structured lists of names and associ
ated information which pertain to a particular dimensions 
or categorical attributes. Such lists may or may not be 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive. For example, a sim
ple category set called "sex" might consist of the two 
categories "male" and "female". Most statistical pack
ages provide facilities for category sets; most data 
management systems do not [HAMM82, BURE80, 
DATA81]. 

Databases (Files, Datasets) and Database Collections 

All the instances for all the attributes of one or more 
·types of entities that are all related or treated together 
(either logically or physically) are usually referred to as 
a database. Database collections are groupings of 
databases. 

3.2. What Information Does Metadata Contain? 

In theory, if not in practice, each type of metadata 
entity described abcve may have various different meta
data attributes. Some important categories of metadata 
attributes for both general and statistical databases are 
as follows: 

Names and Aliases 

Names are unique identifiers for metadata entities. 
Aliases or synonyms are alternative identifiers that can 
be used in place of main names. 

Labeling and Descriptive Information 

Description to supplement names and aliases may include 
a short label, one-line title, unlimited textual description, 
subject index terms, footnotes, and special remarks. 

Data Derivation and Quality 

Information about the derivation and quality of particular 
fields or attributes may include creation and modification 
procedures and history, sourca citations, and reliability 
estimates. 
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Security Specifications 

Security specifications designate what users or pro
grams can read, add, delete, or modify different types of 
information. 

Logicai Structure Description 

Structural information may include multiple logical views 
- for~different~users- and-descriptions-of complex-data-

types, such as arrays. for statistical databases, it is 
important that such representation extend to access and 
manipulation of entire structural units as objects (e.g., 
vectors, matrices, and non-homogeneous data structures 
such as analysis of variance tables) [BECK78, MCCA79, 
KLEN81 ]. . 

Access Path and and Linkage Specification 

In addition to structural characteristics of individual 
databases and attributes, metadata can also contain 
descriptions of how different entities are linked, (e.g., 
which attributes determine the unique key of a particular 
record-type, or what access path represents a particu
lar many-to-many relationship). 

Processing Procedures 

Processing procedures for individual fields or attributes 
include simple receding, transformation, and checking of 
data on input found in most data management and sta
tistical packages. SPIRES provides an even more power
ful and extensive set of standard data item manipulation 
functions for input, output, indexing and other operations 
[SCHR75, SPIR82). 

Usage Information 

Usage information may include which programs access, 
update, or control which metadata entities, and vice
versa, summary usage statistics such as number of 
accesses, etc. 

Physical Characteristics 

To facilitate data independence, physical characteristics 
such as disk dataset names, block sizes, compression 
algorithms, etc., need to be identified as separate types 
of metadata. 

4. Statistical Metadata 

In addition to the basic types of metadata outlined 
above, scientific and statistical databases require spe
cial types of metadata to describe statistical charac
teristics, and to provide information for data manipulation 
and analysis software. Statistical systems, not surpris
ingly; provide for more statistical metadata than do 
database management systems. But there are no stan
dards for such metadata, and few statistical systems 
use it to the extent that they could. 

Statistical metadata typically includes default specifica
tions at the database level (e.g., global default missing 
data codes), which apply to all data elements, as well as 
detailed specifications at the individual element level. 
As in artificial intelligence languages such as LISP, indivi
dual attributes inherit the global default values (such as 
missing data_ codes) or can over-ride them with element 
level equivalents . 

Since statistical characteristics may not be as familiar 
to readers of this paper as other types of metadata, this 
section enumerates some specific examples, with refer
ences to systems that include such information and 
papers that discuss them in more detail. Many statisti
cal analysis programs make active use of certain types 
of metadata for case selection, type-checking, error cal
culation, etc~. and such programs will probably use an 
increasing variety of metadata in the future. 
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4. 1. Statistical Metadata Expressions 

Many types of statistical metadata can be described by 
an arithmetic or logical expression, which may contain 
names of other attributes -- e.g., weight :; 1 000 " 
(area__sizefpopulation__size). If they are kept in a stan
dard form, database systems and analysis programs. as 

.. weiLas.people,~can read~and-use~such~expressions· for-a~·-· ·· 
variety of purposes. Some specific examples of statisti-
cal metadata that can take the general form of expres-
sions include: 

weighting expression 

weighting factor to be applied to individual instance 
values to take into account such factors as scaling of 
values to save storage space, or disproportionate strati
fied. sampling in survey data [NIE75, BUHL79, SAS79, 
INST73, ROBI80). 

error expression 

estimated error for individual data values. In the case of 
sample data, this might be a relatively complicated 
mathematical formula involving other data elements 
[SPAR82. KLEN81). 

aggregation or disaggregation expression 

an equation to be used for aggregating or disaggregating 
data to a different level of analysis (e.g., from census 
tracts.to air quality districts) [MERR82]. 

suppression expression 

specification of a particular form of data suppression 
(e.g., when there are fewer than 15 cases) to protect 
individual or corporate privacy [DATA81 B). 

variable creation history expression 

transcript of arithmetic and logical operations used to 
create derived or "virtual'' attributes [STEW78, 
SHAN80]. 

4.2. Other Statistical Metadata 

Other types of statistical metadata do not take the form 
of expressions, but can be used in an active way by 
statistical analysis routines if they are expressed in 
standard, controlled forms. Some specific examples 
include the following: 

measurement units 

a restricted vocabulary keyword identifying the units of 
measurement (e.g., gallons, miles, count of persons, 
etc.), which can be used by computational routines to 
provide automatic conversion (e.g. miles to kilometers), 
and extended type-checking when performing opera
tions involving different attributes [SPAR82]. 
missing data specification 

a valid value range or list of missing data codes used to 
select valid cases and to flag conditional processing 
procedures in certain statistical routines. [NIE75, 
BUHL79, SAS79, ROBI80). 

data quaiity indicator 

a categorical variable indicating relative reliability of 
data values, which can be used for weighting', case · 
selection, and other purposes, [STEW78, KLEN81 ]. 

universe 

in aggregate census and other types of summary data. 
different attributes within a single data record may per
tain to different underlying universes or populations .of 
entities (e.g., "total population," or "Hispanics over 18"} 
[DATA81 B) -- not to be confused with the entity or 
record-type to which the aggregated summary data per
tain (e.g., a geographic unit such as tract, county, or 
state) 
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value label (category) set 
a qroup of descriptions. labels, and codes. each of which 
is associated with a particular attribute value or range 
of values (e.g., ·:o-6999 =low" "7000-19999 =medium" 
"over 20000 = high"), (NIE75. BUHL79, SAS79, ROBI80, 
INST 73]. In certain cases, such information can be used 
to a1d automatic data conversion between different 
cateqory sets or from one logical structure to another. 

siat i stic"al summary data 
ur111ariate statistical summaries for an attribute (e.g., 
modi an. seiected percentiles. range, count of non
mlssinq data values .. count of unique values), and mul
tivanate summaries of ·relationships (e.g., correlation 
cm•tfic1entsl. If. data are not relatively static, this 
1m;"1-Jes non-trivial update considerations [ROWE82, 
BOH.6.82]. 

5. How Is Metadata Used? 

The primary purposes of metadata, whether used by 
people or programs, are to locate, define and control the 
data to which they pertain. Th~ various classes of 
one! adil ta outlined above can be used in a variety of dif
feno!nt but overiapping ways by end users. database 
cidJ!Iinistrators, application programs and database sys
tems. Some types of metadata such as physical and 
security specifications usually are available only to 
database administrators and the database system itself 
to help support data independence and appropriate 
privacy constraints for application programs and end 
usPrs .. ·other types of metadata such as textual 
descriptions 'a'nd footnotes are primarily for the conveni
ence of end use~s. Still other metadata such as category 
sets and measure~ent units are used by all four types of 
users.· Exhibit .. ,1 pictur~s some of the major categories 

Of mPt a datil diSCUSSed thUS far, piCtUred in VariOUS SeC
tOrS of overlapping circles which represent different 

types of use. 

Exhibit 1: Type:s and Uses of Metadata 

PEOPLE 

End L'sers 
· & Analysts-

Database 
Installers 
& Managers 

TYPES OF· 
METADATA 

PROGRAMS 

1Uanagement 
System(s) 

We can also identify several different functional ways in 
which metadata. are used, as follows: 

Data Definition ~ 

A central use of metad&ta is data definition. Metadata 
attributes (e.g., data element · name) can be used to 
describe not only ·internal data files, but also external 
data to be loaded:or data prepared for export to other 
systems. 
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Two parallel versions of data definition may be needed, 
just as we have source code and compiled versions of 
computer programs. SPIRES. for example, maintains file 
definitions as ( 1 ) text database entries, for ease of 
reading and updating by database administrators and 
end users, which are in turn compiled into (2) machine 
code tables for efficient use by database system and 
application programs [SCHR75]. 

Documentation 

If it is sufficiently well differentiated and properly struc
tured, both DBMS and application programs can use 
computer-readable metadata to generate a full range of 
both prir.ted and on-line documentation, such as data
base dictionaries; over-all indexes of attributes, enti
ties, databases, and names; thesauri of restricted voca
bulary subject index terms. 

Data Selection 

Both human-readable and compiled versions of metadata 
can aid various types of data selection. Users may 
employ metadata entity and attribute names plus attri
bute values to select data while browsing an on-line 
database dictionary or via a direct query; such as 

find counties where state = cal and pop > 50000 

Data Manipulation 

As noted above, data manipulation routines can use 
metadata not only for identifying attributes, categories, 
and category sets, but also as an important part of com
putational algorithms. 

Data Display 

Another common use of metadata is to provide standard 
default labeling for different types of data and analysis 
output. Metadata for display may also include ancillary 
information, such as map outlines and coordinates for 
mapping software. 

6. Metadata Characteristics 

Metadata differs substantially from data, particularly 
statistical data, in terms of its typical data types, struc
tures, access patterns, and update requirements. These 
differences help explain why integration of data and 
metadata management has been difficult, and why 
integration has been minimal to date. 

In many respects, metadata resembles bibliographic 
information. Metadata are primarily textual and thus 
require corresponding textual functions, whereas sta
tistical data are primarily numeric, and require numeric 
functions. Statistical data require regular data struc
tures such as vectors, matrices, and arrays, whereas 
metadata require more flexible open-ended hierarchical 
data structures. Statistical access patterns tend to 
involve large numbers of entity instances (i.e., data 
records) for a relatively small number of attributes 
[TEIT77]. Metadata access typically involves accessing 
a high proportion of the metadata attributes information 
for a relatively small number instances of particular 
metadata entities (i.e., specific databases, data ele
ments, etc.) at one time. Such access may be via an 
index. if available. 

Metadata. Data Types 

Although metadata is mainly textual, statistical metadata 
also includes numeric constants and ranges as well as 
expressions containing arithmetic operators, functions, 
and attribute names. Many types of data, including sta
tistical, are fixed length. Most metadata, on the other 
hand, is quite variable in length. Some metadata may run 
to a page or more of text. Efficient representation and 
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use of metadata thus requires not only most of the stan
dard, fixed-length data types, but also extended or 
complex data types such as variable length text. 

Metadata Structure 

Metadata frequently .contains vari~le length lists of 
__ multiply occurring values,. such-as-subject-index terms,---

aliases for main names, and category set values. Simi
larly, whole clusters of metadata information such as 
attribute, category set, and category metadata, are 
themselves multiply occurring data structures. 

Exhibit 2 pictures metadata as an acyclic hierarchical 
structure with multiply occuring clusters of information. 
Each node represents a metadata entity and the cluster 
of information associated with that entity. Each line or 
arc represents' an . explicit linkage or association 
between different metadata entities. 

Exhibit 2: Hierarchical Metadata Structure 

. data collection 

/·\~ 
databa::e · database • • • database 

~I Tbute /attTte .. attribT 
cmegod"Z\~~go~ ••• 
category category_ category ••• category 

Each node or metadata structure can contain or refer
ence both simple metadata attributes and further meta
data structures pictured below it. For example, the 
database node includes both simple database level 
Information plus additional clusters. of i:1formation for 
each of the attributes .in the database. If certain attri
butes are arrays or contain categorical values they may 
reference additional clusters of information for one or 
more category sets. 

Metadata definition may ·specify that certain types of 
nodes automatically inherit certain higher level metadata 
attributes, while other linkages must be explicit. A 
metadata definition might specify that attributes 
automatically inherit database missing data codes, while 
category sets can be referenced explicitly at any level 
that is not higher than the one where they are defined. 
For example, the category set at the left side of exhibit 
2 is defined for a database and referenced by two of its 
attributes. The category set at the right is defined glo
bally for the entire data collection, and it is referenced 
by one database and one attribute. 

Exhibit 3 shows :an example data definition fragment 
using a hierarchical metadata specification c·urrently 
under development for SEEDIS [MCCA82A]. This data 
definition contains repeating occurrences of aliases, 
subject ternis, attribute structures, category set struc
tures, and category structures. Note that the category 
set specification in the last line simply references a 
category set defined in the previous table. 
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Exhibit 3: Example Data Definition Fragment 

database = census80.....stf1 
subject = population 
subject= social characteristics 
subject= United States 

_____ attribute-=--1-ips.....state..::l:Dde-------
alias= scode 

5 

alias= sc 
attribute = state_name 

alias= state 
attribute = table12 

structure = matrix 
universe = persons 
label= Total Population by Race and Sex 
subject= population 
array.....size = 4*2 
category.....set = race 
subject = race 

category = white 
category = black 
category = indian 

label = American Indian, Eskimo, 
and Aleut 

category = asian_pi 
label = Asian & Pacific Islander 

category.....set =sex 
category = male 
category = female 

attribute = table12 
structure = matrix 
label = Hispanic Population by Race 
array.....size = 4 
category.....set = race 

Logical Linkages in Metadata 

Many types of metadata, particularly statistical meta
data may include names of other metadata attributes 
which can serve as keys or pointers to more extensive 
information stored elsewhere. For example, statistical 
expressions may include names of data and metadata 
elements; footnote numbers associated with individual 
data element descriptions may point to a common set of 
footnote text; dimension or category set names may 
refer to standard category set structures defined out
side a particular database; some metadata, such as 
sources or references, may point to published materials 
that are not even machine-readable. 

In addition to these explicit linkages, most statistical 
systems include facilities for automatic inheritance of 
certain global metadata attributes (such as missing data 
codes) from the database to the data element level. 
Inherited metadata usually. can be overridden at the data 
element level. 

Metadata Access Patterns 

For large databases, users typically need relatively large 
amounts of metadata to help them browse and select 
data. They usually extract subsets of data, with 
correspondingly smaller amounts of metadata, to work 
with intensively. They may return to the main data 
archive from time to time for additional variables and 
metadata information [BURN82). 

Metadata Updates 

Metadata updates may involve addition or modification of 
the types of metadata that are recognized by the system 
as well as changes to existing metadata values. For 
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statistical archives where data tend to be relatively 
static, metadata value updates are usually either: 

• addition of whole sets of metadata values for new 
databases as they are added, or 

• small changes to supplement or correct existing meta
data (e.g., changing the physical location of a particu
lar file or adding a new alias for an attribute name). 

Small, incremental updates to the types of metadata the 
system recognizes will occur from time to time as appli
cation designers and end users think of new metadata 
they need and new ways to use existing metadata infor
mation. 

Metadata thus does not require facilities for rapid or 
concurrent updates, but it does require facilities for 
easy addition of new metadata and new types of meta
data. A new type of metadata may only need to be 
available for new databases as they are added so this 
should not necessarily require extensive reloading ·of 
either data or metadata. Finally, database administra
tors may need to change the logical, physical, or linkage 
structure of metadata from time to time to improve effi
ciency or simplify use. 

7. Metadata Management Principles and Requirements 

As the preceding discussion has noted, data and meta
data differ in many respects. When we consider meta
data as data; however, their DBMS requirements overlap 
to a considerable degree. Given the metadata entities, 
attributes, users, and characteristics we have examined, 
data and metadata should be able to share most DBMS 
facilities, proVided. they are sufficiently general. Shared 
DBMS facilities should include the following: 

data definition language 
manipulation procedures 
security specifications 
input processing 
output formatting 
query facilities 

·General shared facilities usually require more resources 
. for initial design and implementation, but separate facili
ties increase the ultimate burdens of maintenance and 
understanding for everyone from system designers 
through end users. 

Contrary to the ways it is often treated, data descrip
. tion requireS ·even more detailed and systematic stan
dardization, differentiati"on, and management than data. 

· Metadata needs tq be, sufficiently simple that humans 
can read and under~tand it, yet structured so that pro
grams can parse and compile it. Since the kinds of data 
and metadata that need to be accommodated will con
tinue to grow in ways that cannot fully be anticipated, 
basic DBMS facilities must be as flexible and extensible 
as possible. Database designers should be able to add 
new types and structures of metadata, while database 
administrators should be able to add and revise meta
data values quickly and easily both without 
necessarily reloading other metadata or data. 

Given these genE~ral_ goals of integration, standardiza
tion, simplicity, and extensibility, along with our preced
ing analysis, the sections below outline specific struc
tural, definitional, and functional requirements for 
integrated management of data and meta data. 

7.1. Complex Data Types and Structures 

While various representations of data and metadata may 
differ in their particulars, they share a pervasive need 
for common structural features that apply to all levels of 
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definitional elements. The basic data types and struc
tures required for integrated management of data and 
metadata are: 

• variable length text attributes -- which may range in 
size from null to several pages 

• multi-valued attributes -- in which occurrences may 
range from zero to arbitrarily large numbers, without 
prespecifying the number of occurrences 

• array attributes -- including vectors and matrices 

• named hierarchical structures -- composed of any com
bination of the above types and/or other nested 
hierarchical structures (which may themselves occur 
from zero to an arbitrary number of times) 

To describe data and metadata in a comprehensive way, 
data definition language requirements begin to approach 
those of modern programming languages that support 
abstract data structuring and complex data types. 
Metadata and statistical data share a common need for 
complex data types currently found in few systems 
(BECK78, KLEN81]. 

To make data types and structures as extensible as 
possible, the underlying physical implementation should 
support addition of new optional attributes and struc
tures to the schema and entry of corresponding values 
to new data or metadata records without necessarily 

reloading old ones.2 

7.2. Definitional Requirements 

The most important general requirements for data and 
metadata definition are to provide many highly differen
tiated, standardized metadata components rather than a 
few more general ones, and to provide mechanisms for 
adding new metadata components easily as new needs 
arise. The more specific each piece of information is, the 
easier it is for both humans and programs to use in vari
ous ways. Integrated metadata management requires a 
general data definition language capable of defining all 
the metadata types, entities, and attributes outlined 
above. The language should include a set of ''metadata 
primitives" .for defining and extending the language 
itself. 

Simple Data Definition Language 

Both data and metadata should be defined in terms of a 
single extensible, non-procedural data definition 
language ( ddl). The basic grammar of such a language 
should be simple, such as "name = value" assignments 
for each individual piece of metadata information, which 
humans can understand and programs can parse rela
tively easily. If it seems desirable to have more struc
tured forms in addition (e.g., lists of items separated by 
commas, or ranges delimited by colons), those can be 
identified as special named structures and standard pro
cessing procedures employed to automatically break 
them down into the more basic form. 

Common Narrie Structures 

It also is desirable to use common names, particularly for 
descriptive information such as "alias," "note," etc., 
across different types of metadata entities such as 
databases, attributes, category sets, and categories. In 
such cases there need to be ways to define and refer
ence different hierarchically nested metadata items 

2 For example, In SPIRES one can do this by Including a variable 
length "optional element bit mask" as a part of every data record and 
Intra-record structure; each bit Indicates the presence or absence of a 
particular data element In a given data record, and the bit string can 
simply be lengthened as new elements are defined (SPIR73]. 
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whose simple names are not unique. (e.g., using a struc
ture name concatenation operator such as the "@" in 
"attribute@riote"). 

Named Lists 

Many types of metadata consist of named lists of 
names, codes, or numeric values such as category value 
sets. In addition to supporting such named structures, 
the definition language should provide standard process
Ing procedures for automatic table-lookup, input valida
tion, receding, and mechanisms to facilitate automatic 
conversion between related lists. For example, we might 
want to specify how a list of 26 racial categories can be 
grouped into another list of three basic racial categories. 

Indexing Specifications 

Since metadata needs to be indexed in various ways 
(see section 8.3 below), there is also a requirement for 
non-procedural definition of index contents and struc
ture, what values should .be passed to which indexes, 
and what standard processing procedures should be 
invoked to do so. 

Structure Specification 

It is important for statistical databases that the data 
definition language support specification of category 
sets, vectors, matrices, etc., as well as the various 
types of statisticai characteristics outlined in section 4. 
To cite just one exilmph3• census databases in SEED IS 
are comprised primarily of aggregate summary data 
arranged as multi-dimensional tables (e.g., total popula
tion by age, race, and sex for different geographic lev
els such as tracts, coimties, places, etc.). Each census 
file contains hundreds of such tables with an average of 
twenty to fifty cells per table. Representing such data 
as simple single-valued data elements corresponding to 
individual cells of each table would entail prohibitive 
overneaa m terms or .metaaata or extra recora Keys lnot 
to mention loss of .binding information) When such data 
are represented as array attributes, metadata is required 
only for the sum o.f. the cardinalities of each dimension, 
rather than the product. Data storage locations can be 
calculated from the· metadata. This storage scheme is 
much more economical and compact, but it requires more 
complex metadata and more sophisticated data manage
ment software to use that metadilta. 

Metadata Definition Primitives 

As with other types of languages, it is desirable from the 
standpoint of users and software maintenance to define 
the data definition language recursively, using a subset 
of metadata attributes as "metadata primitives." While 
space does not permit discussion of what might consti
tute a necessary and sufficient set of such primitives, 
exhibit 4 suggests how a metadata definition fragment 
might define the metadata elements "element," "alias," 
and "type" in terms of the primitive data elements 
"structure,". "element," "type," "occurrence," and "alias." 
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Exhibit 4: Metadata Definition Fragment 

structure = dat~lemenLgroup 
element = element 

alias = attribute 
alias = data element 
type= char 
occurrence = 

element = alias 
type= char 
occurrence = option81 

element = type 
type= char 
occurrence = 1 

Another way to make the data definition language 
extensible would be to define it in terms of a separate 
set of primitive operators, such as those of Kreps· 
Semantic Core Model [KREP81]. 

8. Metadata Functional Requirements 

The types of data structures and data definition 
language features outlined above are not in themselves 
sufficient for integrated management of data and meta
data. Database designers, administrators, and users 
also need certain functional facilities to use metadata 
effectively. The following subsections outline a few of 
the more important ones. 

8.1. Automatic Indexing 

Since one of the most important purposes of metadata is 
to help locate information, there is a major functional 
requirement for automatic mechanisms to create, main
tain, and use metadata indexes. Some important types 
of objects that might be indexed include: 

• all non-trivial words from descriptive metadata items at 
all levels (i.e., name, title, subject, description, etc.); 

• names and aliases of all databases, attributes, and 
each type of entity for which data is available; 

• names of all the specific entity instances for which 
data is available; 

• dates covered by particular databases, attributes, 
etc.; 

• restricted vocabulary keyword subject terms linked to 
specific databases, attributes, category sets, etc. 

"Free text" word indexes help users maximize recall 
(i.e., the proportion of relevant items retrieved), while 
more restricted indexes help users maximize precision 
(i.e., the proportion of retrieved items that are relevant). 

Thesauri 

Keyword indexes often are organized in the form of a 
thesaurus to help users navigate through a hierarchically 
structured set of restricted vocabulary subject indexing 
terms. In a thesaurus, each entry contains a structured 
list of broader, narrower, and related terms (and some
times others such as "used for," "see," etc.) as well as 
pointers to the records containing those ~erms. Each 
broader, narrower, and related term may ·itself have 
broader, narrower, and related terms. [CAHN80] 
describes an innovative on-line system, which dynami

. cally arranges target terms with related terms plus 
several levels of broader and narrower terms on a video 
display terminal. Although most thesaurus development 
to date has pertained to textual data, some recent 
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efforts have been made to extend thesaurus tools to 
c1escnotions of numeric data (CHAN81]. Thesaurus 
lndP.)(inq facilities should be able to automatically gen
erate r.ross references -- e.g., so that addition of a 
broader term attribute for a particular subject term will 

automatically generate the corresponding "narrower 
term· cross reference. 

Index Generation and Maintenance 

Indexing facilities should also be extensible -- i.e., it 
should be possible to define and create new indexes or 
modify old ones without updating data or existing 
indexes. In order to build and maintain comprehensive 
indexes, relevant DBMS facilities must support indexes 
which can reference different attributes and record
types in different databases. Although metadata index
ing requires considerable generality, index maintenance 
does not have to be dynamic -- as it does for some 
transaction-oriented systems. Overnight updating of 
indexes is perfectly acceptable because metadata is 
relatively static. 

8.2. Query Facilities 

Users need to be able to search for metadata information 
using the same high level query language used to select 
subsets of data. The query language should permit 
users to specify what type of metadata entity (e.g., 
data elements, types of entities, or databases) as well 
as. which index or metadata attribute will be the target 
of a particular query (e.g., "find elements where word = 
unemployment"). · 

Preliminary Results of Index Searches 

When the user only specifies the name of a particular 
index (e.g., "find subject =-housing"), the system should 
respond with the number and name of target metadata 
entities located prior to returning metadata for those 
entities -- for example: 

5 databases (db) 
67 tables (tb) 
22 time series (ts) 

283 simple data elements (de) 

Note that this implies a single index referencing different 
types of metadata records (databases, tables, etc.). 

Range and String Operators 

In addition to the standard arithmetic and logical opera
tors for equality and inequality, the query lar,guage 
should also support range searching (e.g. "between 
... and," "from ... to," etc.). and text operators such as: 

• prefix (e.g., all words and terms beginning with the 
string "cong"). 

• suffix (e.g., all items with the suffix "ment") 

• string (all words and terms containing the string 
''ener" anywhere within them) 

• word (all·terms containing a particular word surrounded 
by blanks or punctuation) 

• having (all items that contain a particular sequence of 
characters; not necessarily contiguous, but separated 
by blanks) 

• with (all items that contain a particular sequence of 
characters, which do not have to be contiguous or in 
the same word - this is useful for codes, etc.). 

Another powerful approach to string searching might be 
to use metacharacters (e.g., "~( ]") as in the UNIX and 
software tools regular expression notation (see chapter 
5 in (KERN76]) in addition to the operators suggested 
above. 
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intermediate Query Results 

Users should be able to save and retrieve intermediate 
que,.Y results by name at any stage. As in bibliographic 
systems, the query language should permit further sub
setting or expansion of an intermediate search result 
based on the immediately preceding query as well as by 
boolean operations on named and saved search result 
sets. Boolean operators (and, or) and parentheses 
should be legitimate components of any primary or 
secondary queries in order to facilitate specification of 
complex criteria and minimize ambiguity. 

Other Query Navigation Aids 

Two other commands found in some bibliographic retrieval 
systems would also be useful for data and metadata 
searching. Backup returns to the previous result when a 
query has inadvertently reduced the number of hits 
below the number desired. History prints a review of the 
command sequence that produced the current result set. 

8.3. Browsing Capabilities 

Users like to browse indexes, attribute values, etc. in 
order to familiarize themselves with the data or meta
data. It helps them verify their understanding of what to 
expect. Some systems such as SEEDIS and DIALOG 
[DIAL79] provide data and metadata browsing facilities, 
including the ability to mark items for selection during the 
course of browsing. Users should be able to browse 
through data as well as metadata records, indexes, 
thesauri, commands, etc., beginning at any specified 
point and displaying 1 0 to 20 entries at a time. They 
should be able to specify whether they wish to see 
sequential entries or a systematic sample of entries 
from throughout a specified file or index. 

8.4. Manipulation Facilities 

Most data management systems provide data manipula
tion facilities. But few of those facilities use pertinent 
metadata information. This is especially important tor 
statistical data manipulation, where greater use of meta
data could relieve users and application programs from 
considerable burdens of type checking, error calculation, 
and output labeling. At minimum, integrated DBMS mani
pulation functions should all automatically use and pro
duce data description as well as data, as do most rela
tional systems, the SEEDIS codata tools [MERR81 ], 

system S [BECK78], and P-STAT [BUHL79]. In addition, 
they should be able to use statistical characteristics as 
described in section 4.2 to do automatic type checking, 
conversion, etc. for statistical data and metadata. 

8.5. Output Display Control 

Most bibliographic retrieval systems provide several 
alternative output formats that users can specify in 
order to control the amount of information they see (e.g., 
only titles, authors and titles, full citation, etc.). Simi- . 
larly, a good metadata subsystem should enable users to 
select the amount and format of metadata information to 
be displayed at any time. For example, a user might want 
to display only short names while . scanning a large 
number of potential data items, but full paragraph 
descriptions for a smaller selected subset of items. In 
addition, users should be able to request display of 
non-standard subsets of metadata in a standard namel
ist format (i.e., variable name = <value> for each speci
fied metadata item). (WONG82] describes an experi
mental system that would enable users to explore data
base schemas and frame database queries using 
Interactive graphic symbols and displays. 
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Sequencing Order 

Whenever sets of metadata or data have been retrieved, 
users should be able to control the order of presentation 
of the inf.orma'tion by means of a simple sequencing com
mand, specifyi.ng one or more attributes to be used as 
sort keys. 

-----,Non-Procedur ai-F ormatt ing Language 

• 

• 

( 

While not essential. another very useful facility that 
extends control over output display is a generalized, 
non-procedural formatting language to define input and 
output of data and metadata. [SPIR80] describes such 
a language and its uses. 

8.6. Documentation and User Aids 

Users need on-line help and explanatory facilities to help 
them find and use metadata and associated tools to 
retrieve and manipulate data. Database designers and 
administrators need facilities ·to organize a_nd maintain 
such information about data. metadata, and associated 
tools. One effective and extensible y.~ay of· structuring 
explanatory information is to· consider information on 
each command tool (e.g., browse, show, etc.) and each 
aspect of metadata (e.g., databa~es •. types of:·entities, 
etc.) as a .separate explanatory entity. Each such 
entity could comprise .a "documentation database" 
record, which might be composed in turn of at least three 
differentiated kinds of information (with hypothetical 
commands that could access each separately shown in 
parentheses for illustration): 

• descriptive text (''explain <:term>") 

• command syntax ("syntax <term>") 

• a brief example ("example <term>") 

9. Conclusions 
This paper has examined the major types, uses . and 
characteristics of metadata, as well as types of objects 
to which metadata pertains. It has outlined '\1. number of 
specific types of metadata and logical data structures 
that frequently arise for statistical data. It has 
explored the similarities and differences between data 
and metadata -- especially for large statistical data
bases. Both metadata and much statistical data have 
more complex structures than most current data 
management systems are capable of handling in a natural 
and flexible way. 

Given these types and characteristics of metadata and 
statistical data, and the uses ,that we want to make of 
them, the paper has. proposed s.ome basic structural, 
definitional, and functional requirements for integrated 
metadata management. We cannot fully anticipate 
future needs for data and metadata. But we can and 
should make data structures, definition language, mani
pulation facilities, and other tools easily extensible. 
Doing so will facilitate integration and gradual evolution 
towards a richer variety of metadata than can currently 
be found in any one system. 

The considerations discussed above are guiding design 
and implementation of metadata enhancements in 
SEEDIS. Many of the issues raised in this paper are also 
fruitful areas for further research, including recursive 
metadata definition primitives, category set relation
ships. standard item processing procedures, and greater 
use o~ metadata In statistical analysis. 
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